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PARS CONNECT
SCHOOL LEARNING GATEWAY - PUPIL DATA MANAGEMENT

Discover the power of PARS attendance, behaviour, grading, seating, homework and communication.

In using PARS, we found that giving more direction and specifying areas for particular comments - strength, behaviour, class-work, homework, achievement, etc, gave us a standardised format and provides us with a uniform view of performance. It also helps us to deliver the information in a better format to parents. We are now confident that we have the outputs we want and can do reports quickly and efficiently. We also now have the ability to look back at previous reports much more easily. It saves us a lot of time!

Gary Naylor, Network Manager
Bishop Heber

We just secured our 2nd successive ‘Outstanding from Ofsted’ and in one of my meetings with the inspectors, they noted that our use of systems for assessment and lesson monitoring using PARS was exemplary and in their words they were blown away by our use of it!

Tony Lynch, Assistant Principal
Tuxford Academy
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PARS Connect – Managing, sharing and tracking your pupil information in one ‘teacher friendly’ solution.

PARS Connect from TASC Software is specifically designed and developed to help Schools make meaningful use of their pupil performance data, bringing together key areas including attendance, behaviour, assessment and parental communications.

Enabling teachers to enter data easily and quickly using either PC, Laptop, iPad, Touchpad or mobiles; means leaders and administrators can track, manage and help improve the performance of pupils helping to curve the correct path for our children's future.

How does it work?

PARS Connect interacts seamlessly with SIMS.net in real-time and we are listed by Capita as a SIMS Integrator Partner. Data PARS Connect uses comes from the Schools core database hosted by the School. Any changes made by PARS users also appear in parts of SIMS. An easy install directly on an IIS server PARS Connect is a web extension so no installation required on device, no purchase of apps or extra software. Fully supported by TASC Software technical and training team.

Benefits include:

- Access PARS anywhere using PARS Connect
- SMS text notices to parents for absence, behaviour or any reason
- Improve pupil intervention with automated Attendance, Behaviour Alerts
- Records data back into SIMS realtime – instantly!
- Create and manage seating plans
- Exclusive Bespoke Assessment Parental Reporting – your Schools own design
- Create your own IEP and Provisional mapping
- Track groups of pupils, Pupil Premium, FSM, EAL, SEN plus user defined groups
- Free Email, Letters and Phone call logging for Parents, Pupils and Staff
- Guaranteed to reduce paper chasing and save valuable staff time
- Integrated Fire Module including extra class and detention registers
- No more missed detentions with automated notices to staff, pupils and texts to parents
- Discover new ways of analysing Pupil Data with PARS Graphs and Dynamic Reporting
- Save money on lots of segregated software
- Log homework and track
- Enter comments for Academic Mentoring
- Inbuilt rewards ensuring you reward the right pupils
- Automate reports directly to specific members of Staff email address
- Integrates with various Biometric, Barcode and Swipe databases allowing for pupil sign in/out to School with option to write back to Attendance if required

...and much more!